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Estonia

Population: 1.3 million
Area: 45,339 km2
Currency: Euro
Member of: EU, NATO, WTO, OECD, 
DIGITAL 9
ICT sector: 7% of GDP, 4% of workforce



Development of e-Estonia

It has taken us 20 years since changing legislation 
and creating our first e-solutions (some examples):
2000 – online e-Tax Board
2001 – X-road (secure data exchange layer)
2002 – electronic ID card and digital signature 
2005 – i-voting
2008 – e-Health system
2010 – e-Prescriptions
2018 – cross-border e-Prescriptions (with Finland)
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1) e-Estonia is a success story that grew out of a partnership between a forward-thinking government, pro-active IT sector and a tech-savvy population. Nothing was prepared for us – we had to start from zero and discover how to provide services in a form that did not exist yet and which should be available to everyone 24/7. 2) When Estonia started building our information society two decades ago, there was no digital data being collected about our citizens. The general population did not have the internet or even devices with which to use it. It took great courage to invest in IT solutions and take the information technology route.*Greece:  Greece is a much bigger country than Estonia, but still small enough in the world scale so that centrally developing e-government and e-solutions in different sectors could be manageble here.  



Principles of e-government

1) Once-only - Data is collected only once by 
one specific institution, no duplicate data and 
bureaucracy (no filing the same data for 
different public institutions several times)
2) Digital by default – All public services 
should be available also in digital format
3) Open internet - infrastructure works as an 
open source, there is no central database
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Once only principle stems from different legal acts and regulations. For example, Public Information Act prohibits establishing separate databases for collecting the same data. Economic Activities Code Act prohibits requiring information from citizens and businesses twice; Managing Services and Governing Information government regulation prohibits to request the resubmission of data that is already in any database belonging to the state information system. 99% of Estonian state services are available to citizens and business besides physically also digitally.Any institution can use the infrastructure and it works as an open source. There’s no central database and every stakeholder, whether it is a government department, a ministry or a business, gets to choose its own system in its own time. However, all the elements in the system are able to exchange data securely and work smoothly together via the X-road exchange layer. * Greece: Implementation of once-only and digital by default principles helps to develop a paper-free public sector, which is convenient for citizens and business, and is also environmentally friendly.  These goals could be desirable for any country, also Greece.



Cornerstones of e-government

• Legislative basis 
• X-road – highly secure interoperability
framework that connects all main public 
sector registries and databases
• Electronic ID - enables citizens to use 

convenient, safe and fast e-services. It is 
used mainly to identify oneself 
electronically and give digital signatures
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e-Governance does not entail a comprehensive system of specialised legislation. Estonia does not have specific e-governance legislation, but basis for e-government, were included in already existing legislation. Same legal status to both digital and handwritten signatures and the requirement for all public institutions to accept digitally signed documents was enforced with the Digital Signatures Act. 2) X-Road interconnects public and private databases, which are held in a distributed manner. This is a unique aspect of e-Estonia that it lacks a centralized or master database – all information is held in a distributed data system and can be exchanged instantly upon request, providing access 24/7. Every institution manages it’s own processes and government institutions can decide independently which platforms and technologies they use over the X-Road.3) Nearly every Estonian citizens has an ID card, which is a mandatory national card with a chip that functions as definitive proof of ID in an electronic environment and can be used for giving secure digital signatures. * Greece: We know that Greece implements separate electronic ID for some services (such as Tax Board). In Estonia, we have the same electronic ID for all public (and private) services + different public databases, such as Tax Board, Business register, private banks are connected with each via X-Road and exchange data electronically between each other. This is very convinient for citizens and businesses.



Ease of doing business

The cornerstones of Estonian economic 
growth are entrepreneurship and exports. 
The state has pared bureaucracy down to a 
bare minimum:
1) a few hours to start a company
2) hassle-free e-taxation 
3) full automatisation in tax reporting by 
2020
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Time to establish a business cut down from 5 days to 3 hours, with the record time of only 18 minutes. With 99.8% of all banking transactions made online, running a company in Estonia is easy.95% of tax declarations filed online - it takes only 3 minutes! Tax avoidance is made complicated and the government receives all its revenues.new e-Tax and Customs Board portal will be completed in 2020, in which information exchange between companies and the tax authority will be automatic and require only the granting of access to the necessary data. This will save valuable time and money, so companies can focus on growth and people can work more productively.*Greece: E-solutions really make doing business easier. It also ensures that the state receives all revenues it is due from business activities. E-government is good for the state budget.



Reducing bureaucracy by e-government

1) Saving 1407 years of working time 
annually
2) Over 500 million digital signatures given
3) Over 900 million transactions per year
4) X-road connects 651 institutions and 
enterprises, including 504 public sector 
5) 99% of state services available also 
digitally 24/7
6) 2% GDP savings though digital signature
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 X-Road is an invisible yet crucial environment that allows the nation’s various e-service databases, both in the public and private sectors, to link up and operate in harmony, and saves more than 1407 years of working time for the state and citizens annually. More than 500 million digital signatures have been provided in Estonia which is more than in the entire European Union.This is all done without the need to print out any papers or drive anywhere. All you need is a suitable ID for your device and an internet connection. For example, while using eID and logging into the Tax and Customs Board portal, one can give permission to the system to take necessary data automatically from the Population Register and create a connection with a person’s bank account in order to pay the necessary taxes in the required amounts. In this way a pre-filled tax declaration is prepared that can be submitted with a click. All this together takes about 3 minutes while data from different portals can be viewed or accessed only by the relevant citizen People trust and use e-solutions, since they are fast, safe and convenient.6) There is a financial value to digital signatures – it is worth around 2% of GDP, the equivalent of Estonia's entire defence budget. 



Future developments

• zero-bureaucracy
• invisible services
• cross border digital governance
• real time economy
Memorandum of understanding between 
Greece and Estonia to cooperate on e-
governance and ICT to minimise bureaucracy 
and combat corruption since 2011 – Let’s 
continue our cooperation! 
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Estonia sees the natural next step in the evolution of the e-state as moving basic services into a fully digital mode. This means that things can be done for citizens automatically and in that sense invisibly. For example: when a child is born, data on that child moves automatically from the hospital database to the Population Register without the need to complete any form.Even though 99% of public services are available digitally at this point, we want to take a step further and transform into a proactive government. Starting from life-event and business-event services, the goal is to have services functioning invisibly. Services such as a birth of a child, retiring, starting a business or recruiting new employees should function with maximum one interaction, or ideally – based one existing data – automatically. A public sector data exchange facility between Finland and Estonia was created in 2017. This means that in the future health or education or other data on Estonian citizens can also be accessed by the Finnish government or the private sector, regardless of whether the person lives in Estonia or Finland. Hopefully, cross-border data exchange will soon become possible between all European countries. Currently, e-Prescriptions for medicines function already between Estonia and Finland.Our goal is to create a real-time economy business environment in which so far manually performed administrative operations and financial transactions will be created and processed automatically and in a standardized digital form. *Greece: We see from statistics that Greece has all necessary broadband connections and that digital skills among Greece people are at the same level as in Estonia - in some aspects even higher (use of social media), so all preconditions are there for a successful use of e-services. We would be happy to re-enforce our mutual collaboration with you on that matter. 



Thank you!
Janel Mäggi
janek.maggi@fin.ee
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